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Although in 1986 Cuba became a party to the Convention against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or
Degrading Treatment or Punishment, which it ratified in 1995, the Cuban revolutionary regime has regularly
confined mentally sane individuals considered threats to “state security” in psychiatric institutions and
used psychotropic drugs and electroconvulsive therapy (ECT) on them to obtain information, punish,
demoralize, coerce, subdue, terrorize, and cause psychological damage. Medical doctors and other
health workers, following orders from the State Security apparatus, administer and oversee the abuses,
which have extreme and lasting effects on the victims.
A history of psychiatric abuse against political dissidents
Generally speaking, the systematic abuse of psychiatry for political purposes dates to the USSR in the
late 1950s and early 1960s, although psychiatric hospitalization of dissidents goes back to Czarist times
in Russia. After it became a signature human rights’ issue in the 1970s, the Soviets withdrew from the
World Psychiatric Association at the 1983 World Congress of Psychiatry in Vienna rather than being
expelled. (They were able to return conditionally in 1989.) The abuse of psychiatry was also systematic
in Communist Romania and, during the first decade of the 21st century, it became clear that it was
also occurring in Communist China.1 Although it has been denounced in Communist Cuba since the
1960s, Cuba’s enormous and effective propaganda and influence apparatus has kept this issue mostly
absent from international public scrutiny.
Eduardo Prida,2 who worked as a psychologist for Cuba’s Ministry of the Interior and Armed Forces,
explains that Cuba adopted the Soviet model of psychiatric torture from the KGB since the early years
of the revolutionary regime that came to power in January 1959. He knew the first Cuban officers
who in the 1960s trained in Moscow at the Lubianka (KGB) prison and at the Ministry of the Interior’s
Academy, NKVD. Eventually, Cuba developed its own curriculum on “Operative Psychology,” the
methodology used to psychologically destabilize and destroy prisoners who had committed infractions
against state security.3
Cuba’s Ministry of the Interior (MININT) and the former Ministry for State Security (Stasi) —the
political police of the former German Democratic Republic— had diverse collaborations that included
joint efforts the field of psychology and psychiatry.4 The Stasi had a “Department of Operative
Psychology” specialized in operational procedures, interrogation techniques, and proscription
methods —some of which is subsumed in the Stasi term Zersetzung (decomposition of personalities).5
Documents recovered from the Stasi archives include a 1981 list of 16 drugs requested by MININT
that includes LSD, cocaine, methadone, and barbiturates.6 There is evidence of instructions, starting
in particular in 1977, for Cuban and German psychiatrists to counter “enemy propaganda intended to
defame Soviet psychiatry” by directing influence and “political work” on Western colleagues,
especially “progressives” within the Committee of the World Psychiatric Association.7 In a letter to
the Stasi, Cuba’s Colonel Lorenzo Hernando Caldeiro writes that the fundamental objective of
“exchanging criteria and experiences on psychology” was to “use these branches of science in the
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fight against the enemy” and confirms an agreement to send Cuban psychologists to several
institutions in Germany as part of the 1988 “Exchange Work Plan.”
A review of reported cases of psychiatric abuse in Cuba reveals that —although there are a few
reported in the 1960s— MININT systematized psychiatric techniques to diffuse political opposition
from the late 1970s into the early 1990s, using them much more selective thereafter.
In March 1988, Amnesty International (AI) was allowed to visit the infamous Carbó Serviá ward of
Havana’s Psychiatric Hospital, Mazorra, to investigate allegations that political prisoners had been sent
to state psychiatric institutions, where they were mistreated and kept in unhygienic and dangerous
conditions. AI reports that a Mazorra official denied the existence of a second forensic ward, the
Castellanos ward, and denied them a visit, although this was where prisoners were allegedly kept in
harsh conditions as punishment.8
In 1991, Cuba Archive’s co-founder, the late Armando Lago, PhD, co-authored the book The Politics
of Psychiatry in Revolutionary Cuba.9 The scholarly work, which is regrettably out of print, reached the
international scientific and human rights community. (In 2008, the Cuban Democratic Directory
published a report in Spanish on torture in Cuba, which is available online, that incorporated a section
on the use of psychiatry based on that work.10) Brown and Lago profiled numerous cases and provided
extensive witness testimonies of unspeakable cruelty. They paint a traumatizing picture of dangerously
unsanitary conditions, beatings and rapes at the hands of guards, officers, or criminally insane inmates,
the use of criminally insane inmates as orderlies, and excessive doses of psychotropic drugs, at times
mixed in with the food or forced with beatings. The authors cite horrifying testimonies of torture in
the form of unnecessary electroconvulsive therapy (ECT), systematically delivered without anesthesia
or muscle relaxants —at times the electrodes attached to the genitals— to patients laid on a wet cement
floor “often covered with the urine, vomit and excrement of those who had preceded them.” 11 One
victim reported that the electroshocks were administered by a common prisoner with no professional
training and often “given to patients on a whim, sometimes as entertainment, sometimes as
punishment.”12 The ECT often produced short term memory loss and other lasting effects.
The imputed crimes on the victims documented in Brown and Lago’s work were enemy propaganda,
attempted “illegal” exit from the country, contempt, foreign currency exchange, clandestine printing,
taking photos without a license, illicit association, painting graffiti, chanting anti-regime slogans,
refusing to provide State Security with private medical records, refusal to serve in the Armed Forces,
and the unauthorized killing of the victim’s own cow to consume as food. The objective was to punish,
intimidate, and render the victim powerless against an all-powerful state.
Drugs such as Sodium Pentothal, “truth serum” were already used on certain political prisoners since
the 1960s.13 In Brown and Lago’s work, phenothiazines were reported as the most commonly used.
In the early 1990s, a high executive of a major U.S. pharmaceutical company confidentially told Cuba
Archive’s Executive Director that his company had stopped exporting drugs to Cuba after they had
become aware that some were being used for psychiatric torture. (Medical exports to Cuba have been
allowed under the U.S. embargo since 1992 and, before that, from foreign subsidiaries.)
Havana’s Psychiatric Hospital Mazorra
Mazorra holds around 2,500 patients and is known for its poor conditions, ill treatment, and rampant
corruption by the administrators and staff, who have systematically embezzled food, materials, and
goods intended for the patients and the facility. In January 2010, at least 26 patients died of thermal
exposure when the temperature dropped close to freezing. The facility had missing windows while the
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malnourished and barely-clothed patients had no blankets. Workers at the facility were instructed to
stay silent and a security operative was mounted outside the hospital but human rights defenders
alerted public opinion. Pictures taken at the morgue were smuggled out of Cuba and illustrate the state
of extreme malnourishment of the victims,14 some with signs of physical abuse.15 Abuses at Mazorra
are said to continue.16

One of the victims of Mazorra of Jan. 11, 2010.

Eriberto Mederos, known as “the nurse” at Mazorra, was convicted by a Florida federal court on
August 1, 2002, of lying to obtain U.S. citizenship by hiding the fact that he had tortured political
prisoners. Several former Cuban political prisoners testified during a three-week trial. He had arrived
in the U.S. during the Mariel exodus of 1980 and had become a citizen in 1993; one of his former
victims found him to be part of the staff of a nursing home when she went for a visit. Mederos did
not deny in court that he had administered electroshocks to political prisoners and said in a 1992
interview that he had only done followed doctors’ orders. He died at the age 79 of prostate cancer
three weeks after his trail; he was out on bail awaiting a hearing to determine if he would be detained
pending his sentencing set for October of that year.17
Victims of psychiatric abuse18
*See the Annex on page 9 for a list of reported victims of abuse/torture in psychiatric institutions.
31 cases of dissidents confined in psychiatric institutions ranging from 1 day to 5 years are profiled in
The Politics of Psychiatry in Revolutionary Cuba and a 1992 update profiled 8 additional cases. Among the
victims known occupations (for both the 1991 book and 1992 update19) are: 5 students, 3 writers, 3
teachers, 2 university professors, 1 artist, 1 filmmaker, 1 musician, 1 graphic designer, 2 engineers, 2
physicians, 1 computer scientist, 1 member of the military, 1 business executive, and 4 unskilled
laborers. Most had been forced to take drugs and a good number had been subjected to electroshocks,
although specifics were unknown for several cases. Most of the victims had been committed to one
of two wards for political dissidents at Mazorra (Carbó Serviá and Castellanos wards), while a few had
been institutionalized, at least initially, at other medical facilities around the island, such as the
psychiatric ward of the Gustavo Machín Hospital of Santiago de Cuba.
More cases as well as subsequent ones have surfaced in reports to the media, international
organizations, directly to Cuba Archive, or in lawsuits against Cuban entities in the United States.20
However, many —perhaps most— of the victims of psychiatric abuse/torture in Cuba are probably
unknown. One of the victims, former political prisoner Eugenio de Sosa, reported from his 1977
ordeal at Mazorra that several young boys —the oldest not over 16— caught writing anti-government
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graffiti had been brought to the ward after a judge had declared they must be needing psychiatric
treatment. Before the day was over, they had all been systematically gang-raped by more than thirty
patients in the ward. Sosa recalled: “To this day, I can hear their cries for help and see their bloodied
bodies as I stood by in impotent rage. Not a single staff member intervened.” 21 None of the boys’
names are known at the time of this writing.
Considerable abuse of psychotropic drugs also occurs in Cuba outside of psychiatric facilities. In 1990,
Lieutenant Colonel Omar Ruíz Matoses was sentenced to 20 years in prison for requesting his
retirement from the MININT after the execution of General Ochoa and other comrades in arms.22 In
November 1990, when was detained and taken to a counterintelligence safehouse, in his first
“conversation” with a Major of the counterintelligence service, he made it clear that he would not
abandon his stance. Soon, he developed a very bad headache, probably from the “Kool aid” they were
giving him to drink. He asked for an aspirin and was given a large pill, which he eagerly took seeking
to ease the intense pain. Very soon he felt that he was not himself and explains: “I fell into a state of
foolishness and total helplessness. ... I felt like the vilest person on the planet ... they could do with
me whatever they wanted.” He believes he was administered a drug that supplied by the Stasi to
Cuba’s counterintelligence services that leads to a state of absolute defenselessness in which the victim
becomes totally agreeable. In fact, he says, during General Ochoa’s televised trial, it had been clear to
him that he had been given that drug.23/24
Ruíz Matoses’ son, Ariel Ruiz Urquiola, was a 16-year-old at the time his father was forcibly
disappeared. With the family lacking any information of his whereabouts, one day, Ariel was fetched
by State Security from his boarding school and taken to the house where his father was in custody.
He says: “When I saw my father, he was not exhibiting his normal behavior and was in a position of
total submission, expressing trust in his captors and in the leaders of the revolution. I told the
counterintelligence officer to get me out of there, ‘that’s not my father.’ He then warned me: ‘If you
report this to a European embassy or human rights groups, you will not be allowed to study your
desired science at the university despite your high performance. The university is only for
revolutionaries’.”25 (Why State Security would use an adolescent son in this way is subject of
speculation, although, no doubt it had a purpose, perhaps to further manipulate his father and/or to
scare the family.)
For many years, political dissidents confined in regular detention centers and prisons have suspected
that the food is or may be tampered with. What’s more, some political prisoners have developed fatal
illnesses —some with fatal consequences— after receiving injections of unknown origin or
unwarranted blood tests from prison doctors.26 High-ranking regime defectors in custody have died
from reported pharmacological/chemical attacks27 and bio-chemical experiments have been reported
on common prisoners.28/29
Furthermore, in Cuban prisons, untreated mental illness and indiscriminate abuse of psychotropic
drugs with complicity from prison authorities appears to be widespread.30 Reports on some prisoners
said by authorities to have committed suicide often cite drug abuse and/or mental illness as the cause
(see CubaArchive.org/database). Prisoner self-aggressions are also common for the same reasons.
According to Eduardo Prida, former psychologist for Cuba’s MININT, a division for “Secret
Operative Work” (Trabajo Operativo Secreto, or TOS) is in charge of keeping informants among the
prisoners. TOS officers, he says, are known to be the most corrupt within MININT, as they are the
ones who manage the drug trafficking in the prisons.31
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Two victims who paid the highest price
Angel Tomas Quiñones González,32 age 39, died March 9, 1990, at Mazorra
Psychiatric Hospital of Havana. The auto mechanic had served a one-year
political sentence in 1972 at Havana’s Príncipe castle prison, where he had
been held with common criminals. He was arrested in 1989 for writing antiregime graffiti and having a defiant attitude against the system. Despite having
no history of mental illness, he was confined at Mazorra’s Carbó-Serviá ward
for an alleged evaluation. Government authorities claimed he committed
suicide by hanging and that his body had been doused with gasoline and set
on fire by mentally-ill patients. His mother claims that the presence of gasoline
in the hospital ward points to the participation of hospital authorities.
Leandro Hidalgo Pupo, age 20, was a talented student of Mathematics who, with friends also fed
up with repression, decided to shout “Down with Fidel” during an internationally-televised boxing
match held at the Ciudad Deportiva stadium of Havana February 23rd 1990. His friends backed out at
the last minute but he went ahead and was subjected to a brutal beating that resulted in cerebral
swelling. After a 2-month detention at State Security headquarters, Villa Marista, Leandro was
transferred to Mazorra’s Carbó Serviá ward, and diagnosed with paranoid schizophrenia. According
to a January 2001 report to the Interamerican Commission of Human Rights, he was still there,
displaying a disfiguring scar from a cut to the face by a stranger and severe damage to his psyche. In
2011, it was reported that he had not been seen or heard from for seven years.33
Two recent cases
On May 1, 2018, a 53-year-old taxi driver, Daniel Llorente,34 ran
on foot into Cuba’s Workers’ Day parade waving the American flag
and yelling “Freedom for everyone.” Plain-clothed policemen
attacked him, dragged him away, gave him a severe beating. Llorente
was not a member of any opposition group but considered the U.S.
as “the greatest defender of human rights, hope, freedom, justice,
brotherhood, and the pursuit of happiness.” He had previously
been arrested in May 2016 for waving a U.S. flag at the Havana
harbor to welcome the first American cruise ship to the island in
decades. After a month in a detention center, he was transferred to
Mazorra, where he was confined for eleven months despite having
no prior diagnosis of mental illness. A Mazorra medical report of
June 2018 cleared him of any mental illness but it disappeared and
was replaced a month later with a state document claiming Llorente
was aggressive and required institutionalization. His charges of
“public disorder” were dismissed by a local court in August 2018 but after his release, he and his son
were arrested and threatened. In May 2019, Llorente was expelled from Cuba, forcibly put on a plane
to Guyana, which doesn’t require entry visas for Cubans, handed $50, and told to not return or he
would be disappeared.
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The young composer and rapper Henry Lazo,35 “El Encuyé,” was
asked for bribes in 2012 by state officials of the Institute of Music to
keep his license for musical performances. Having paid the steep
bribes, his license was not granted. After complaining to the police
and other authorities to no avail, he began posting signs and singing
against the government, asking young people to protest. In February
2018, a State Security agent attacked him in public, seeking to frame
him, and he was badly beaten and arrested. Given his popularity
inside and outside Cuba, criminal charges were dropped but he was
placed in several mental institutions with violent mental patients and
diagnosed with schizophrenia, a diagnosis his family disagreed with.
He was released in October 2018 after going on hunger strike and
emigrated to the U.S. in 2019.
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Annex
41 reported victims of psychiatric abuse in Cuba,
individuals held in psychiatric institutions (partial list)
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